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This paper is dedicated to topological indices in the graph theory. Author describes
Wiener index, indices originated from the Wiener index (modified Wiener index, Wiener
polarity index, hyper-Wiener index) and indices related to eccentricity, in particular adjacent
eccentric distance sum index and eccentric distance sum index. Those indices have a wide
application in different fields of science, for example chemistry and genetics. There are a lot
of very interesting papers in the literature concerning topological indices, as many authors
were interested in this subiect,

This disseration is divided into three chapters. In the first chapter there are introduced
the necessary markings and definitions.
The second chapter concerns Wiener index and indices originated from the Wiener index.
Al1 indices have been defined and there were described some interesting results in this field.

The further part of this chapter concerns generalized Wiener polarity index for which there
is described a general case of its maximal values for 2-trees with some special assumptions.
There were also given some examples of maximal 2-trees.

The genera\ized Wiener polarity index of a graph G

: (V(G),E(G))

is a number of

unordered pairs of vertices u, u of G such that the distance between u and o is equal to k.

The third chapter concerns indices related to eccentricity. In particular the are described:
adjacent eccentric distance sum index and eccentric distance sum index.

Adjacent eccentric distance sum index is defined as below
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In the section concerning this index there are some theorems proved that shows upper
and lower bounds. Moreover, there are some results given for the index value depending on
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different parameters. There are also graplr transformations described and their influence on
tlre index values.
Section concernirrg eccentric distance sum index is shorł,ing a lorł,er bourrd for this inclex.

There ale plopelties for cactus slrorł,n arrd also for some otlrer class of graphs. Eccelrtric
distance sum index is defined as
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Al] results are ilustrated with solne exanrples and pictures which are lrere to facilitate
the understancling of the subject.
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